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THE MOST ACCURATE SOURCE TO FIND B2B PROSPECTS OR 
ENHANCE YOUR OWN CUSTOMER FILE FOR BETTER DATA 
INTELLIGENCE AND SEGMENTATION.

For many data providers, compiling accurate business data is a tremendous challenge. There is no 
mechanism in place such as the National Change of Address program to pinpoint when an individual 
changes his or her place of employment.

Research from MarketingSherpa reveals that B2B contact data degrades at an estimated 2% per 
month, which translates into nearly 25% of records becoming outdated every year. And when uncertain 
economic conditions pair with trends like millennial job-hopping, the B2B data accuracy problem 
accelerates at an even faster pace.

B2B marketers tasked with keeping their sales pipelines full rely on the expertise of V12 Data to craft a 
highly respected Business Database. No other data partner is able to offer the following:

 � Proprietary data blending that starts with a demanding intake process for both structured and 

unstructured data, then utilizes an aggressive series of quality control processes for the most 

effective outcomes

 � Individual-level contact data so you reach the decision maker you need with the relevant, 

targeted information they desire

 � Double-validated company information for the highest possible degree of accuracy

 � Continuous updates with data processing taking place 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days 

a year

What’s more, 60% of V12 Data Business Database records have associated email addresses, simplifying 
the process of deploying multichannel campaigns.
According to Forrester Research, 22% of the average marketing budget is dedicated to lead origination 
and nurturing  — a significant investment that deserves the most accurate data available for the highest 
possible return.
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 � 19 million distinct companies

 � 40 million individual postal addresses

 � 17 million records with email address and 

matching postal address

 � 49 million records with business phone 

numbers

 � Over 20 selects (specific data fields) that 

can be used for targeting

 � Selectors include firmagraphic and contact 

level demographic data

Data has been compiled from input sources 
including:

 � Seminar or Trade Show Attendees

 � City/State/Federal Agencies or Boards

 � SEC Filings

 � Professional or Industry Associations

 � Websites

 � White/Yellow Pages and other online 

directories


